Abstract. Given a graph whose edges are labeled by ideals in a ring, a generalized spline is a labeling of each vertex by a ring element so that adjacent vertices differ by an element of the ideal associated to the edge. We study splines over the ring Z{mZ. Previous work considered splines over domains, in which very different phenomena occur. For instance when the ring is the integers, the elements of bases for spline modules are indexed by the vertices of the graph. However we prove that over Z{mZ spline modules can essentially have any rank between 1 and n. Using the classification of finite Z-modules, we begin the work of classifying splines over Z{mZ and produce minimum generating sets for splines on cycles over Z{mZ. We close with many open questions.
Introduction
This paper considers splines over the integers mod m. For us the Z-module of splines is parametrized by a graph G each of whose edges is labeled with an element of Z{mZ. A spline on an edge-labeled graph G " pV, E, αq is an element f P pZ{mZq |V | so that for each edge uv in the graph, the difference f u´fv is a multiple of the label on the edge uv. In other words f u´fv P uv .
The reader familiar with the classical definition of splines may feel bemused. Classically splines are defined as the module of polynomials over the faces of a given polytope, with the condition that the polynomials agree up to a specific order at intersections of the faces. One important example is the collection of piecewisepolynomials over a polytope. Splines occur throughout mathematics: applied mathematicians use them to approximate complicated functions or isolated data points by relatively manageable functions; analysts classify splines in low dimensions or with other fixed parameters [2, 3, 31, 30, 1] ; algebraists study algebraic invariants of spline modules [5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 20, 27, 28, 33] ; and geometers and topologists use splines to describe the equivariant cohomology ring of well-behaved geometric objects [19, 25, 4, 29] . Recent work generalizes splines to a more abstract algebraic and combinatorial setting, of which the definition in the previous paragraph is still just a special case (see also Section 2.1) [17, 22, 8] .
Most existing work considers splines over specific rings: in the traditional analytic and applied cases, real polynomials rings; in the geometric/topological case and algebraic case, often complex polynomial rings; in a few cases, integers. We consider splines over integers mod m. Our motivation for studying these rings comes from Braden-MacPherson's construction of intersection homology as a module similar to generalized splines [9] . Quotient rings and sums of quotient rings appear frequently in Braden-MacPherson's construction. We view the work in this paper in part as a laboratory for those more complicated settings.
The key difference between previous work and this paper is that Z{mZ is not a domain. Very different phenomena emerge in splines whose base ring is not a domain, and in particular whose base ring is Z{mZ. First these spline modules are finite. Thus spline modules over Z{mZ must have minimum generating setsnamely a generating set with smallest possible size (which is different from a minimal generating set over a ring that is not a domain). In general spline modules need not be free [29, 10] . The structure theorem for finite abelian groups shows that finite modules are generally not free, but the minimum generating sets function like bases except that each element b of the minimum generating set has a scalar c b with c b b " 0. For this reason these minimum generating sets of finite abelian groups are sometimes called bases in the literature [14, 12, 13, 15] ; see Proposition 2.8 and the surrounding discussion for more.
Over Z{mZ these minimum generating sets can be smaller than expected. Over a domain we know that the module of splines contains a free submodule of rank at least the number of vertices [17] , and over a PID the module of splines is always free with rank the number of vertices [26, 21] . Theorem 4.1 shows that there are at most n elements in the minimum generating set for splines mod m on a graph with n vertices. The rank of the Z-module of splines is defined to be the number of elements of a minimum generating set (not to be confused with the free rank of a Z-module Theorem. Fix n and m so that n ě 4 and m has at least 2 prime factors or so that n " 3 and m has at least 3 prime factors. Then there is a graph with n vertices whose splines over Z{mZ have rank k for each k " 1, 2, . . . , n.
Theorem 3.7 gives another main result: a structure theorem for splines mod m.
Theorem. Let G be a graph whose edges are labeled with elements in Z{mZ. Let m 1 , m 2 be relatively prime integers with m 1 m 2 " m and let G 1 be the graph obtained by taking each edge of G mod m 1 (respectively G 2 , m 2 ). Then the rings of splines R G , R G 1 , and R G 2 are related by
In other words we can use the prime factorization of m to reduce computations of splines considerably. This is similar to the technique of localizing at prime ideals in a polynomial ring used in work on algebraic splines, first by Billera and Rose [6, Theorem 2.3] and later by Yuzvinsky [33, Lemma 2.3] and DiPasquale [11, Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 3.6] Section 5 uses Theorem 3.7 and other results in this paper to classify the module of splines completely for m " p and m " p 2 and any graph G, as well as for arbitrary m and graphs G " C n that are cycles. Algorithm 5.8 and Theorem 5.10 explicitly construct a minimum generating set for splines mod m over cycles, consisting of an analogue of upper-triangular basis elements called flow-up splines.
Section 6 concludes with a number of open questions.
Notation and background
In this section we give the general definition of splines, as well as the special case of the definition used in this manuscript. We also describe an analogue of uppertriangular bases for splines, which are called flow-up splines because of geometric applications in which the elements are defined by certain torus flows [18, 23, 32, 22] . The section ends by using the structure theorem for finite abelian groups to give conditions for when flow-up splines also form a minimum generating set.
Definitions and Notation.
Definition 2.1. Let G " pV, Eq be a finite graph. Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Let α : E Ñ tideals in Ru be a function that labels the edges of G with ideals in R. The splines on G are elements f P R |V | such that for each edge uv P E we have f u´fv P αpuvq . The collection of splines over the graph G with edge-labeling α is denoted R G,α or just R G if the edge-labeling is clear.
The collection of splines R G,α form a ring and an R-module with the subring and submodule structure inherited from R |V | . In particular the identity spline 1 P R G,α is defined so that 1 v " 1 for all v P V and the zero spline 0 P R G,α is defined so that 0 v " 0 for all v P V .
In this paper the base ring is the quotient ring R " Z{mZ. Every ideal in Z{mZ is principal so we typically describe an edge-label xay by the generator a P Z{mZ as in the introduction.
Throughout this manuscript m refers to the modulus and n refers to the number of vertices in G.
The graph we discuss most in this manuscript is the cycle with n vertices, which we label as shown in Figure 1 .
We study the Z-module of splines R G,α in this manuscript.
Remark 2.2. We generally assume that the edges of our graphs are not labeled with 0 or with units. If the edge e " v 1 v 2 is labeled with a unit, it does not restrict the splines on the graph since v 1 " v 2 mod 1 is always true. If an edge e " v 1 v 2 is labeled zero it tells us that for every spline p the values p v 1 " p v 2 . In some of the constructions that follow, we will produce graphs with 0-or unitedge-labels. Given such a graph G we can transform G into a graph G 1 that does meet our criteria and for which R G -R G 1 . The transformation merges any two vertices that are joined by an edge labeled 0 and erases any edge labeled with a unit. The associated isomorphism of rings of splines is the 'forgetful' map that simply omits p v 2 for each edge e " v 1 v 2 that is labeled 0, and that is otherwise the identity.
A key tool in this paper is the notion of flow-up splines, which generalizes the concept of a triangular generating set from linear algebra. Definition 2.3. Given a graph G with an ordered set of vertices V " tv 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n u a flow-up spline for a vertex v i is a spline f piq for which f piq v k " 0 whenever k ă i.
Typically the order is chosen consistently with a direction on the edges of the graph.
It can be very convenient if the entries of flow-up splines have at most one possible nonzero value. We call these constant flow-up splines, as defined below. Definition 2.4. A constant flow up spline in Z{mZ is a flow-up spline p for which there exists an element n i P Z{mZ such that p i v P t0, n i u for each v P V . Example 2.5. We give a set of constant flow-up splines for a graph over Z{21Z. 
The module R G,α is finite because it is a subset of pZ{mZq n . The next theorem shows that we can pick flow-up splines to generate the module R G,α . Subsequent corollaries use the structure theorem for finite abelian groups to describe R G,α explicitly in terms of flow-up generators. In Sections 5.1 and 5.2 we will refine this result to construct flow-up splines that form a minimum generating set for R G,α . Theorem 2.6. The Z-module R G,α is generated by a collection of flow-up splines.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction. Our inductive hypothesis is that for some k with 1 ď k ď n there is a collection of at most k flow-up classes tf piq : i ď ku so that each spline f P R G,α has integers c i P Z satisfying
The base case is k " 1 for which we take the spline f p1q " 1 to be the identity spline. If f P R G,α then the coefficient c 1 " f v 1 satisfies the condition that f v 1´c 1 f piq v 1 " 0 by construction. Now assume the claim for k. We show the inductive hypothesis holds for k`1 as well. Consider the Z-submodule M k`1 Ď R G,α consisting of all splines f such that f v j " 0 for all j with 1 ď j ď k. Now let I k`1 Ď Z{mZ be the collection
As our notation suggests, the set I k`1 is in fact an ideal in Z{mZ. Indeed if f v k`1 and f 1 v k`1 are both in I k`1 then their sum is pf`f 1 q v k`1 which is also in I k`1 . Similarly the integer multiple cf v k`1 is in fact the restriction of the spline cf to v k`1 . Thus the ideal is generated by a single element I k`1 " xay. Let f pk`1q be any element of M k`1 with f pk`1q
pk`1q is a flow-up spline. (If a is zero we typically take f pk`1q to be the zero spline.)
Suppose that f is an arbitrary spline in R G,α . By the inductive hypothesis there is a linear combination of the flow-up splines tf piq : i ď ku so that f´ř i c i f piq P M k`1 . By construction of f pk`1q we know that there is an integer c k`1 so that
as desired. By induction the claim holds.
Remark 2.7. A collection of flow-up classes that generates the module of splines over an integral domain is in fact a basis, since the flow-up classes are linearly independent by construction. This may not be true when the base ring is not a domain. For instance consider the ring Z{6Z and let G be the path on two edges whose left edge is labeled 2 and whose right edge is labeled 3. Label the middle vertex v 1 , the leftmost vertex v 2 , and the rightmost vertex v 3 . Then the flow-up splines from Theorem 2.6 are p1, 1, 1q, p0, 2, 3q, and p0, 0, 3q but 3¨p0, 2, 3q " p0, 0, 3q. So p0, 0, 3q is generated by p0, 2, 3q.
. ., and d t´1 |d t . Moreover the integers d i are uniquely determined by R G,α . Finally suppose that for each i the spline p i maps to the generator of the summand Z{d i Z under the isomorphism
Then the set tp i u is a minimum generating set for R G,α .
Proof. This is the invariant factor decomposition of the structure theorem for finite abelian groups (considering the Z-module R G,α as an additive group). The size of the minimum generating set of a finite abelian group equals the number of factors in the invariant factor decomposition (see, e. Remark 2.9. Example 5.9 shows that while the generating set in Example 2.5 is minimal (namely no subset of those elements generates the same space) it is not minimum (namely a generating set with the fewest possible elements). In addition the minimum generating sets we consider are typically not bases in the traditional sense: our modules are generally not free because they are sums of Z{mZ for different moduli. Nonetheless a minimum generating set formed by taking a generator of each factor in the invariant factor decomposition is in some sense canonical and could be called a basis [14, 12, 13, 15] . The minimum generating sets we produce in this manuscript are of this form, though we do not refer to them as bases in this manuscript. The size of a minimum generating set is called the rank of R G,α and denoted rk R G,α .
The next lemma combines ideas from the previous two results, showing that a spanning set of constant flow-up splines suffices to characterize the Z-module structure of R G,α .
Lemma 2.10. Suppose that p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k is a set of flow-up generators for R G,α and that each p i is a constant flow-up spline, as in Definition 2.4. Then as a Z-module
Proof. The second isomorphism follows from the fact that n i Z{mZ -Z{
This is a Z-module homomorphism so to show that ϕ is well-defined it suffices to show that if 
by the definition of flow-up splines and then the inductive hypothesis. Since ř c i p i " 0 we get c j p j v j -0 mod m. Since p j v j " n j we conclude c j n j -0 mod m and hence c j p j " 0 as desired. By induction we conclude that if
We now show that the map has a well-defined inverse. For each pc i q
This is well-defined because if pc i q
Thus by hypothesis on the splines p i we have c i p i " 0. Both ϕ and ϕ´1 are Zmodule homomorphisms by construction. We conclude that ϕ is an isomorphism as desired.
The next corollary gives one set of conditions under which a generating set of flow-up classes is in fact a minimum generating set. The proof uses the previous lemma together with the structure theorem for finite abelian groups.
Corollary 2.11. Suppose that p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k is a set of flow-up generators for R G,α satisfying the following properties:
‚ The spline p 1 " 1. ‚ The splines tp i : i " 2, 3, . . . , ku are constant flow-up splines satisfying p iv P t0, a i u for each v P V and each i.
Zq. If a j |a j 1 then gcdpa j , mq|gcdpa j 1 , mq which in turn implies that
. Up to reordering the factors, this is the invariant factor decomposition of the Z-module R G,α . Thus each minimum generating set of R G,α has exactly k elements. In particular the splines tp i : i " 1, 2, . . . , ku form a minimum generating set for R G,α .
Two reductions
In this section we give two tools to simplify the problem of identifying splines over G mod m. We state the results in terms of the more general ring-theoretic definition and then describe the cases that are most relevant to our applications.
The first tool describes how splines change after applying homomorphisms to the base ring. We first describe general results-for instance, that ring surjections induce spline surjections and that ring injections induce spline injections. We then give several useful consequences: first that splines over the integers surject onto splines mod m; second that splines mod mm 1 decompose into a direct product of splines mod m and splines mod m 1 when m and m 1 are relatively prime.
The second tool describes how splines over G change after adding a vertex to the graph, and shows that the splines over the larger graph have the structure of a fibration with rank-one fiber.
3.1. How changing the base rings affects the ring of splines. In this section we fix a graph G and describe how homomorphisms of rings induce maps on rings of splines over G. This allows us to conclude several useful things about splines mod m: 1) that bases for splines over the integers induce generating sets for splines mod m and 2) that the primary decomposition of the ring Z{mZ induces a similar decomposition of the rings of splines.
We begin by defining a map from ring homomorphisms ρ :
Let G be a graph with edge-labeling α : E Ñ tideals in Ru. Denote by ρ´1pαq the edge-labeling that assigns to each edge e the ideal ρ´1pαpeqq in the ring R 1 .
The map ρ˚: R 1 G,ρ´1pαq Ñ R G,α is the restriction of the product map ρ˚:
to the rings of splines ρ˚:
Proof. The map ρ˚is a well-defined ring homomorphism on the ambient rings ρ˚:
the image ρ˚f is a spline in R G,α as follows. For each pair of vertices u, v P V we have
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a graph with edge-labeling α : E Ñ tideals in Ru. If ρ : R 1 Ñ R is an injection then the map ρ˚:
Proof. If ρ is an injection then the map ρ˚:
In addition surjections of rings induce surjections of splines.
Proposition 3.4. Let G be a graph with edge-labeling α : E Ñ tideals in Ru.
v " n u´nv by construction. Consider the image ρpn u´nv q in R. By our choice of n u and n v we know ρpn u q´ρpn v q " f u´fv and so ρpn u´nv q P αpuvq. Thus n u´nv P ρ´1pαpuvqq and hence
. This proves the claim.
We give two applications in the context of splines mod m. The first shows that we can infer information about splines mod m from splines over the integers. It follows immediately from Proposition 3.4. For instance we use Corollary 3.5 to construct a three-cycle whose splines have rank one over Z{mZ where m has at least three prime factors. Example 3.6. If pC 3 , Lq is three cycle mod pqr for some prime numbers p, q, r and if L " tpq, qr, rpu then the trivial spline 1 generates all splines on pC 3 , Lq. (The labeling in the diagram is fully general.) By [22] or [8] an integer basis for this edge-labeling is tr1, 1, 1s
T , r0, pqr, pqrs T , r0, 0, pqrs T u. Thus all splines mod pqr are trivial.
, .
-
The second example of this reduction exploits the isomorphism Z{mZ -Z{m 1 Z ' Z{m 2 Z when m 1 m 2 " m and gcdpm 1 , m 2 q " 1 to obtain a structure theorem for splines mod m. This is similar to the technique of localizing at prime ideals for polynomial rings, which has been used in work on algebraic splines [6, 11, 33] .
Proof. By definition of the direct sum we have 
The next corollary describes how to use Theorem 3.7 to identify minimum generating sets of and the rank of the Z-module of splines mod m. i Z. Let G be a graph with edge-labeling α over the integers, and for each i let α i denote the edge-labeling function that sends each edge uv to the ideal α i puvq " ρ i pαpuvqq.
and the rank of R G,α is the maximum max trkpR i q G,α i for i " 1, 2, . . . , ku.
Proof. The first claim follows from Theorem 3.7 and a small induction. For each i denote a minimum generating set for pR i q G,α i by tb in one of the factors in the isomorphic ring À k i"1 pR i q G,α i . In particular the rank of R G,α is d as desired. Example 3.9. We can use the elementary divisors of Z{mZ to determine the invariant factor decomposition of the ring of splines R G,α mod m as a Z-module.
Let G be the following edge-labeled triangle and consider the splines R G,α over Z{36Z. The elementary divisors of Z{36Z are Z{4Z and Z{9Z. We project to these elementary divisors in the graphs H 1 and H 2 . The graph H 1 is identical to G except that every edge label from G is now considered mod 4. Similarly in H 2 we take the edges from G mod 9. Next we determine a minimum generating set for H 1 and H 2 . When two vertices v 1 , v 2 are joined by an edge labeled 0 then since v 1 " v 2 mod 0 we conclude v 1 " v 2 . This means both H 1 and H 2 are effectively single edges. Thus the minimum generating sets for H 1 and H 2 are
To find the minimum generating set for splines over G mod 6 we use the same strategy as we would for finding elementary divisors. In particular we find the unique spline mod 36 that projects to r1, 1, 1s
T mod 4 and r1, 1, 1s T mod 9 and the unique spline mod 6 that projects to r2, 0, 0s
T mod 4 and r0, 3, 0s T mod 9. We obtain
-Example 3.10. Suppose p and q are distinct primes. Label the edges of the complete graph K 4 as indicated below. Projecting to splines mod p the edges x 4 x 3 , x 3 x 1 , and x 1 x 2 all become zero so the vertices x 2 , x 1 , x 3 , x 4 all agree mod p. Projecting to splines mod q the edges x 1 x 4 , x 4 x 2 , and x 2 x 3 all become zero so the vertices x 1 , x 4 , x 2 , x 3 all agree mod q. Thus all splines on this graph mod p are trivial and similarly mod q. From the isomorphism Z{pqZ Ñ Z{pZ ' Z{qZ we conclude that all splines mod pq on this edge-labeled graph are trivial splines. 3.2. Adding one vertex to the graph. Suppose that the graph G`is obtained from the graph G by adding a single vertex and some number of edges. In this section we investigate how the rings R G,α and R G`,α`c an differ. The key tool is the forgetful map from splines on G`to splines on G, which is well-defined by the following result [17, Proposition 2.8].
Proposition 3.11 (Gilbert-Polster-Tymoczko).
If G is a subgraph of G 1 then every spline in R G 1 restricts to a spline in R G via the forgetful map π : R G 1 Ñ R G that omits the vertices in V pG 1 q´V pGq and their incident edges.
We use Proposition 3.11 repeatedly to guarantee that when we add a vertex to G we create no new splines on G itself. Loosely speaking we will show that each spline on the expanded graph G`consists of the sum of a spline coming from G and a spline supported exactly on the new vertex. More formally we have a sequence of maps as follows.
Lemma 3.12. Let R be a principal ideal ring. Let G be an edge-labeled graph and let G`be a graph obtained from G by adding a vertex v plus some edges between v and vertices in G. Let N be the least common multiple of the labels on edges incident to v. Let M v be the collection of splines in R G`t hat are supported exactly on v. Define the map π : R G`Ñ R G by forgetting v and its incident edges. Then ker π -M v -NR.
Proof. First we show M v -NR. If f P R G`a nd f u " 0 for all u adjacent to v then f v is a multiple of the label on each edge incident to v. In other words f v is a multiple of N. Moreover f v can be any multiple of N because f v " rN and f u " 0 for all u ‰ v satisfies all the edge conditions for each element r P R. Now we show that M v " ker π. Indeed if f P M v then by definition of π we know that πpfq " 0. Similarly if πpfq " 0 then f u " 0 for all vertices u ‰ v. That means f P M v and proves the claim. Remark 3.13. We typically use this lemma together with the splitting principle, which states that if 0 Ñ A ãÑ M π Ñ B Ñ 0 is an exact sequence of R-modules and ϕ : B Ñ M is a map such that π˝ϕ : B Ñ B is the identity then M -A ' B as R-modules. We will generally consider all of our modules (both spline modules R G and the submodules M v ) as Z-modules.
For some maps π the ring of splines R G`i s particularly easy to identify.
Corollary 3.14. Let m be an integer. Let G be an edge-labeled graph and let Gb e a graph obtained from G by adding a vertex v plus some edges between v and vertices in G. Suppose two of the edges incident to v are labeled n 1 and n 2 where
Proof. In this case ker π is isomorphic to t0u Ď Z{mZ so the claim follows.
The map π may not be surjective, not even when the base ring is the integers. Example 3.15. Consider G and G`below. Handschy, Melnick, and Reinders proved that the splines r1, 1, 1s, r0, 6, 6s, and r0, 0, 6s form a basis for R G`a s part of a larger result about integer splines on cycles [22] . But the basis for R G consists of r1, 1s and r0, 2s [17, Theorem 4.1] . In particular the spline r0, 2s is not in the image of
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Splines mod m can have almost any rank between 1 and n
The rank of the module of splines on a graph with n vertices is tightly constrained over the integers: the rank must be n. This is no longer true mod m as we have already seen in several examples. In this section we show in fact the rank of a module of splines on a graph with n vertices mod m can be essentially any integer between 1 and n. (The only exceptions are when m has few prime factors and n is very small.) Our proof has three main steps: we bound the rank of the module of splines by the number of vertices; we then show that any integer between 2 and n can be achieved; and we finish by showing when we can construct graphs with arbitrarily large number of vertices whose ring of splines mod m are trivial.
We start by proving that the maximum rank of a module of splines mod m is the number of vertices in the graph. We prove the result for the base ring Z{mZ by using the quotient map Z Ñ Z{mZ. For this reason we include the result for the integers, too.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that G is a graph with n vertices. Both over the integers and over the ring Z{mZ the maximum rank of a ring of splines R G is n.
Proof. We prove the case of the integers first using induction on the number of vertices n. The base case is when n " 1 in which case R G,α has rank 1 by (trivial) definition. The inductive hypothesis is that if G has n vertices then R G has rank at most n. Now suppose that G`is obtained from G by adding one vertex v and some number of edges and define π as in Lemma 3.12. Then R G`-Im π ' M v . Since Im π is a submodule of the free module R G over the principal ideal domain Z it is free of rank at most rk R G (see e.g. [24] ). Lemma 3.12 showed that M v has rank at most one. Thus R G`h as rank at most n`1 as desired. Now let G be a graph with n vertices and let α be an edge-labeling over R " Z{mZ. Denote the quotient map by ρ : Z Ñ Z{mZ and let α 1 be the edge-labeling over the integers with ρpα 1 puvqq " αpuvq for each edge uv in G. Denote the integers by R 1 " Z. Corollary 3.5 showed that each set of generators for the ring of splines R 1 G,α 1 over the integers surjects onto a set of generators for R G,α over the integers mod m. Thus the rank of R G,α is also at most n.
The next result constructs graphs with arbitrarily large number of vertices n and with any rank between 2 and n. Our proof builds a graph with the desired rank vertex-by-vertex using constant flow-up splines; by controlling the label of one edge incident to the new vertex, we can determine whether the rank of the larger graph increases by one or stays constant. Note that the theorem assumes the modulus is not a power of a prime; Corollary 5.5 describes the module of splines when m is a power of a prime in the special case of cycles.
Theorem 4.2.
If m has at least two distinct prime factors then for each n ě 2 and each i with 2 ď i ď n there exists an edge-labeled graph G on n vertices with rk R G " i.
Proof. Choose two relatively prime factors n 1 , n 2 with n 1 n 2 " m. This is possible because m has at least two distinct prime factors. We prove the theorem by induction. Our inductive hypothesis is that for n ě 2 we can construct an edge-labeled graph G i on n-vertices for each i with 2 ď i ď n such that ‚ The module R G i has a minimum generating set consisting of the trivial spline r1, 1, . . . , 1s and i´1 other flow-up splines each of whose entries are either n 1 or 0.
The base case is when n " 2. In this case the graph with a single edge labeled xn 1 y has minimum generating set r1, 1s and r0, n 1 s satisfying the inductive hypothesis. Now assume the graph G i satisfies the inductive hypothesis for n. We will add a vertex and several edges to G i in two ways, one of which increases the rank of R G i by exactly one and one of which preserves the rank of R G i .
First create the graph G We show that for both
12 are surjective. Indeed let b be a spline from the minimum generating set for R G i given in the inductive hypothesis. Then we extend b to a spline
Whether we set b
Recall that the collection of splines M v from Lemma 3.12 consists of all splines that are zero at each vertex of G
In both cases Lemma 3.12 together with the splitting principle guarantee a generating set. For R Finally we show that for most moduli and for most n we can construct a graph with only trivial splines. The proof is similar to the previous theorem.
Theorem 4.3. If
‚ m has at least three distinct prime factors and n ě 3, or ‚ m has at least two distinct prime factors and n ě 4 then there exists an edge-labeled graph G on n vertices with rk R G " 1.
Proof. Induct on the number n of vertices. The base case is either Example 3.6 or Example 3.10. Assume the claim holds for a given modulus m and number of vertices n. Let G be the edge-labeled graph given by the inductive hypothesis.
The module of generalized splines R G always contains the trivial splines, so if rk R G " 1 then R G consists solely of the trivial splines. Choose two relatively prime integers n 1 , n 2 so that n 1 n 2 " m. Construct a graph G 1 from G by adding one new vertex v and at least two new edges between v and vertices in G. Label the edges from v so that at least one is labeled xn 1 y and at least one is labeled xn 2 y.
The projection π : R G 1 Ñ R G from Lemma 3.12 is a surjection in this case since every trivial spline on G can be extended to a trivial spline on G 1 . Lemma 3.12 and the splitting principle together imply
We conclude that R G 1 also consists solely of the trivial splines. Every ring of splines contains all multiples of the identity spline so rk R G 1 ě 1. We conclude rk R G 1 " 1 as desired.
Remark 4.4. These are sharp results, in the sense that every graph with two vertices has rank at least two, and every graph with three vertices and exactly two distinct prime factors in its modulus has rank at least two. Indeed every graph on two vertices has rank 2 by inspection or by [17, Theorem 4.1] .
To see the case of 3-cycles for which m has exactly two distinct prime factors, suppose the edge-labels are p i 1 q j 1 , p i 2 q j 2 , and p i 3 q j 3 . The least common multiple of
No edge is labeled with m so assume without loss of generality that i 1 ă i 2 and j 1 ą j 2 . The third edge must have either i 3 ă i 2 or j 3 ă j 1 . Assume without loss of generality that i 3 ă i 2 . Then the least common multiple of p i 1 q j 1 and p i 3 q j 3 is d " p max i 1 ,i 3 q max j 1 ,j 3 which is strictly less than m by construction. Thus the spline with d at the vertex incident to the first and the third edge and zero elsewhere is a nontrivial spline on the graph. 
Characterizing Rings of Splines in Particular Cases
In this section we present classifications of splines over specific moduli. In some instances we are able to characterize all splines over arbitrary graphs for a given modulus, while in other cases our current characterizations are restricted to cycles. Many of the results that follow naturally provide a minimum generating set (for instance Theorem 5.2). In some cases we obtain a generating set that is not necessarily minimum. Thus Section 5.2 gives an algorithm to transform the generating sets in Section 5.1 into minimum generating sets.
5.1. Generating Sets. The main goal of this section is to give specific results about splines mod p k where p is prime. We culminate by completely classifying splines over cycles mod m for arbitrary integers m. We begin with two simpler cases: when the base ring is Z{pZ and when all edges in a graph are labeled with the same ideal.
Theorem 5.1. Let p be a prime number. If G is an edge-labeled graph over Z{pZ with no edges labeled zero then every vertex-labeling over Z{pZ is a spline on G.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary graph G in Z{pZ. Since Z{pZ is a field 1 is the only nonzero edge-label. The ideal 1 is the entire ring so each pair of adjacent vertices can be labeled arbitrarily in Z{pZ. Thus any set of vertex labels will satisfy the spline conditions on G.
We extend the previous result to a similar result when G has only one edge-label as follows.
Theorem 5.2. If G is a connected graph such that every edge of G is labeled with a then a minimum generating set for R G is
Proof. Let G n denote any connected graph on n vertices for which every edge is labeled a. The theorem describes a set of flow-up classes whose entries are all a or 0. If these splines together with the identity spline generate R G,α then they satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 2.11 and thus form a minimum generating set for R G,α .
Thus we prove that the set in the theorem generates R Gn,α for any G n . Our proof proceeds by induction on the number of vertices n.
The base case is clear (see also [17, Theorem 4 .1]):
1˙,ˆa 0˙* Assume BpR G i q gives a minimum generating set for R G i for any G i with 1 ă i ď n´1 and let G n be a graph with n vertices. Choose any n´1 of the vertices and let G n´1 be the graph induced by those vertices. Let v denote the n th vertex. Every edge in G n and hence G n´1 is labeled a so the inductive hypothesis holds for G n´1 . Consider π n : R Gn Ñ R G n´1 .
The difference between any two adjacent vertex-labels in any element of BpR Gn q is either 0 or a. Since every edge in G n is labeled a by assumption the spline conditions are satisfied in G n . Thus the elements in BpR Gn q are all splines on G n . Notice that the elements of BpR G n´1 q agree with the first n´1 elements of BpR Gn q in the lowest n´1 entries. Thus π n is surjective and M v is generated by ra, 0, 0, ..., 0s t . We conclude from Lemma 3.12 that R Gn " R G n´1 ' M v and hence BpR Gn q is a minimum generating set for splines on G n . The case of splines over Z{p 2 Z follows as a corollary.
Corollary 5.3. Let G be a graph and p a prime number. Then splines on G over Z{p 2 Z are generated by the minimum generating set BpR G q in Theorem 5.2.
Proof. The ideal p generates all zero divisors in Z{p 2 Z which means there exists only one nonzero, non-unit edge label in Z{p 2 Z. Hence graphs over Z{p 2 Z are completely characterized by this theorem.
We extend this result partially to cycles whose edges are labeled by powers of a.
Theorem 5.4. Fix a zero divisor a in Z{mZ. Suppose all of the edges of C n are labeled with powers of a so the set of edge labels is ta k 1 , a k 2 , a k 3 , ..., a kn u. Without loss of generality assume that a k 1 is the minimal power in the set and that a k 1 is the label on edge ℓ n . Then the following set generates all splines on C n .
least power. This rotation induces an isomorphism on the ring of splines. Thus Theorem 5.4 gives a minimum generating set for R Cn,α over Z{p k Z.
Together these results allow us to completely describe splines for cycles over Z{mZ.
Theorem 5.6. Fix m with prime factorization m " p 1 k 1 p 2 k 2 ...p j k j . Let C n be a cycle with edge-labeling α : EpC n q Ñ Ideals in Z{mZ. For each i " 1, . . . , j let R piq denote Z{p k i i Z and let α piq denote the edge-labeling of C n that sends each edge e to αpeq mod p
Cn,α pjq where each R piq Cn,α piq has a minimum generating set B given in Theorem 5.4.
Proof. Theorem 3.7 decomposes R Cn,α as
Cn,α pjq .
Theorem 5.4 applies directly to each R piq
Cn,α piq since each is the ring of splines of a cycle over Z{p k i i Z. Hence we can completely describe all splines on C n in Z{mZ for arbitrary m and n.
The previous strategy and Theorem 5.6 are theoretically powerful. However they do not always produce the cleanest and most useful results. The next theorem illustrates this point. It produces a very elegant minimum generating set in a case where Theorem 5.6 would not directly apply (since n 1 and n 2 need not be relatively prime), and the minimum generating set it produces is not immediately the same as the one that we would get via Theorem 5.6. In fact while Theorem 5.6 could be used to prove the following result when n 1 , n 2 are coprime, the proof would not be significantly shorter. So in computational problems, ad hoc strategies may still be useful.
Theorem 5.7. Let C n be labeled as in Figure 1 . Fix m, m 1 , m 2 such that m 1 " m 2 and lcmpm 1 , m 2 q " m. Assume every edge of C n is labeled with either m 1 or m 2 and that both m 1 and m 2 appear as edge labels at least once. Then the following set B is a flow-up generating set for R Cn : (1) We use Z{21Z and C 6 as in Figure 2 . In the case of Theorem 5.7 we constructed the quotient maps so that if b P B has order m i then its image in R piq Cn,α piq is zero for each i " 1, 2. As proven in the previous paragraph, when the image of b P B is nonzero then it is part of a minimum generating set for a unique R piq Cn,α piq . Thus the sums in the set M are precisely the elements identified in the invariant factor decomposition (see Corollary 3.8), so they form a minimum generating set for R Cn,α as desired.
Questions
Our first collection of questions extends the work in this paper directly.
Answering this next question would allow us to classify splines for larger families of graphs over Z{mZ. The classifications that we have completed, together with the questions above, lead us to wonder about combinatorial statistics of the module of splines. For instance we have the following. The structure theorems that we have developed lead to the following kind of classification, as well, in which we classify spline modules themselves rather than identify the possible splines for a given graph or ring.
Question 6.4. Can we classify isomorphism classes of splines given m, n? For instance if n, m are fixed how many distinct rings R G,α arise as spline modules for a graph with n vertices over Z{mZ?
We generally restrict our attention in this paper to rings of the form Z{mZ though the arguments in Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.8 could be extended to other rings. Question 6.5. How broadly can Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.8 be extended? Can they be used to develop effective computational tools like Algorithm 5.8?
Finally objects similar to splines over quotient rings arise naturally in BradenMacPherson's construction of intersection homology [9] . In that case we have quotients of polynomial rings (and sums of quotients of polynomial rings) rather than integers.
Question 6.6. Which of the results in this paper extend to the Braden-MacPherson setting?
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